
This is the repair instructions and pictures for 
the Finlux 17IPS20 23144075, JMB JT0139003B 

23117579 or Toshiba 40L1333DB 23122636 
Power Supply repair Kit 

 
This kit is only suitable for the following TVs  FINLUX 39F6072-D OR 40F6072-D 
23144075, JMB JT0139003B 23117579 & Toshiba 40L1333DB  23122636 which have no 
power outputs from the power supply as a result of the main fuse blowing on the PSU. One of 
the mosfets blowing causes a cascade affect taking other components along the power supply 
board out. 
 
 The kit contains the following components: 
 
FS101 T3.15A FUSE 
Q301  FDPF10N60NZ with included heat sink paste in clear bag 
D512  BA159 
D513  BA159 
D112  RL207 
D113  RL207 
D114  RL207 
D115  RL207 
D100  RL207 
  

The locations of the components are pictured in a set of pictures below: 
In the picture below the components that will need to be replaced are surrounded by blocks of 

red 
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The picture below shows the location of the fuse that needs to be replaced, in the picture the red 
circular fuse has been removed already. 

 

 
The picture below shows the five RL207 diodes that need to be replaced, the picture has 

already had the 5 diodes removed from the power supply unit  
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The picture below shows the two BA159 diodes that need to be replaced together with the 
Mosfet FDPF10N60NZ. The picture has already had the 2 diodes removed together with the 

heatsink for the Mosfet FDPF10N60NZ. MAKE SURE YOU FIT THE TWO DIODES FIRST 
BEFORE REFITTING THE HEATSINK AND MOSFET! Otherwise you will not be able to 

replace the two diodes very easily as there is very little space to do so. 

 
As the heatsink for the Mosfet is quite large then i would suggest using a 25Watt soldering iron 
to remove it slowly and carefully. Ensure when removing the heatsink you do not disturb any 

of the smd components on the rear of the pcb. If you do not feel confident then take it to 
someone who can carry out the task properly! 

The picture below shows the heatsink removed from the pcb and still attached to the mosfet. At 
this stage remove the blown mosfet and clean the heatsink paste off of the heatsink. Using the 

blown mosfet align the pins of the new mosfet into the correct position as the faulty one. Apply 
the heatsink paste included in the clear bag to the new mosfet and refix to the heatsink using 

the existing single screw. 

  
 

Resolder the Mosfet and the heat sink carefully to the pcb. 
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